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Message from the Guest Editors

Despite popular misconceptions, cooperatives present a
very successful organizational form worldwide. A recent
study found that, in the U.S., for example, among the
companies that have survived for over 100 years, more than
80 firms are cooperatives. This observation on cooperative
longevity is not matched by a corresponding research
effort on what makes cooperatives so successful. Most of
the extant research seems to focus on intra-cooperative
problems that posit significant challenges to cooperatives.
This Special Issue of Sustainability aims at bridging the
considerable gap between scholarly work and reality. By
focusing on what makes cooperatives so successful for
such a long period of time, this issue will shed light on key
aspects of cooperative longevity. The insights thereby
gained will be useful to students of cooperatives,
practitioners, and policy makers.

We are primarily interested in the social science
approaches to the study of cooperatives. The unit of
analysis can be either the cooperative or the member.
Theoretical, conceptual, and empirical papers are
welcome as long as they do not make heroic assumptions.
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Editor-in-Chief

Prof. Dr. Marc A. Rosen
Faculty of Engineering and
Applied Science, University of
Ontario Institute of Technology,
Oshawa, ON L1G 0C5, Canada

Message from the Editor-in-Chief

I encourage you to contribute a research or comprehensive
review article for consideration for publication in
Sustainability, an international Open Access journal which
provides an advanced forum for research findings in areas
related to sustainability and sustainable
development. Sustainability publishes original research
articles, review articles and communications. I am
confident you will find the journal contributes to
enhancing understanding of sustainability and fostering
initiatives and applications of sustainability-based
measures and activities.
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